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Photograph by 0. C. 1-lavcns CUUNC P0t£s IN ON£ OF >ff< ROOMS OF PU£Bto D£t ARROYO, CHACO CANYON 

By th• ~.,..,, "'" •h>dy of "•h t;m- th< -;.,.1y ~'"'"bt' '""• of th• So"th
W"t h., °"'" '"'""'-How old"' tho P<<-Cof"mbfan """''• '"""' Th, origin>J inhabit~" 
harl no -;tt<n fanguag,; tl•y loft no QJ""""" Y<I '<i<noe "" found a way to read th,;, secrets, not in stones, but in WOOd and charcoal. 
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THE SECRET OF THE SOUTHvVEST SOLVED 
BY TALKATIVE TREE RINGS 

Horizons of American History Are Carried Back to 
A. D. 700 and a Calendar for 1,200 Years 

Established by National Geographic 
Society Expeditions 

T WO series of National Geographic 
Society expeditions, one which 
explored the now famous Pueblo 

Bonito ruins in Chaco Canyon, New Mex
ico, and the other which sought to ascer
tain the actual age of those ruins, have 
culminated in findings of prime impor
tance to the history of pre-Columbian 
America. 

They have pushed back the hi~toric hori
zons of the southwestern lJnited States to 
a period nearly eight centuries before 
Columbus crossed the Atlantic. 

They have discovered not only the age 
of the great communal dwelling of Pueblo 
Bonito, metropolis of our aboriginal South
west, but also have elated some 40 other 
ruins whose time ?f occupancy hitherto 
had been unknow11. 

Moreover, they have developed a tree
ring calendar which can he applied to 
a ll early ruins in which datable timbers 
exist. 

A collateral finding of great interest, 
yet to be developed, is the possibl~ rela
tion between the weather cycles dearly 
revealed in this tree-ring calemlar o( the 
southwestern United States and similar 
cyclic variations l>eing recorded by a third 
National Geographic Society Expedition 

( in conjunction with the Smithsonian In
stitution), an expedition which still is in 
the field, at Mou11t Brukkaros, South \Vest 
Africa, making daily observations of solar 
radiation. 
..:Members of The Society have received 

reports in the NATIONAL GF.OCRAPHIC 
i\:1AGAZINF, from time to time of the mar
velous finds of the. .Pueblo Bonito Expedi
tions. One major question remained to be 
answered: "How old is Puehlo Bonito?" 

Primarily to solve that problem, The 
Society invited Dr. A. E. Douglass to 
undertake the investigations which gave 
the answer, and far more-a chronology 
that includes many major ruins of the 
Southwest and thus dates the hitherto un
timed annals of t)re-Coluinbian history. 

In the following summary of his work, 
Dr. Douglasio: relates the fascinating story 
of how he, an astronomer, was led from 
the study of sun spots to cutting tree and 
timber sections. which, when codified and 
joined together, yielded this priceless 
sectet of North ,.;.merica's remote past. 

The members of the National Geographic 
Society can obtain much satisfaction in 
having supported such important and suc
cessful explorations. 

THE EDITOR. 

Bv ANDREW ELLICOTT D ouGLASs, Sc. D. 
Leader of the National Gcograpliic Society Trrr-Ri11g Expeditions and Dirrclor of Steward 

Obserrntory, University of Ari:;ona. 

By TRANSLATING the story told by tree 
rings, we have pushed back the hori

zons of history in the United States for 
nearly eight centuries before Columbus 
reached the shores of the New World, 
and we have established in our Southwest 
a chronology for that period more accu
rate than if human hands had written 
down the major events as they occurred. 
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\Ve are now able definitely to announce 
the important dates in the history of 
Puehlo Bonito, oldest and largest of the 
great Indian communities, in Chaco Can
yon, New Mexico, the exploration of 
which has been carried to completion by 
eight National Geographic Society expe
ditions. 

Furthermore, we can now date nearly 
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Photograph by Neil M. Judd 

£ARLY SPANIARDS CARVED THIS OLD BEAM FOUND AT ORAIBI, ARIZONA 

From such supporting timbers The Society's expedition could not cut full crnss-sectious. In 
these cases cores were drilled which showed the tree-ring sequences. The Indians consented 
when given small fees and bits of turquoise were deposited in the holes to "ward off the spirit 
of decay" (see text, page 753, and illustrations, pages 76o and 762). 

forty prehistoric ruins in the Southwest 
and reconstruct there a succession of ma
jor events through which Indian settle
ments rose, passed their heyday, and dis
appeared. 

Just as the far-famed Rosetta Stone 
provided the key to the written mysteries 
of ancient Egypt, so the collection of an 
unhroken series of tree rings has made 
dear the chronology of the Southwest. 

Through this work we have learned of 
some outstanding events in America which 
were contemporaneous with the conquest 
of Spain by the Moors, and we know that 
certain Pueblo Indian settlements were en-

joying their golden ages when William the 
Conqueror faced Harold the Saxon at the 
Battle of Hastings. 

These researches have carried the cal
endar back to A. D. 700 in the Southwest, 
and they have provided the beginnings of 
a continuous weather chart for J ,200 years. 

PRICEU:ss 'fREE TRUNKS HAVE BEEN 
BURNED 

Many a prehistoric jewel has been given 
to the flames unwittingly because no one 
knew the importance of tree rings in re
cor<ling the passage of years. \1Vhere fuel 
was scarce, fragments of precious timbers 
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,T Phot ograph by Cho.rl~s Martin 

WHITE HOUSE RUIN CI:;INGS TO Q'F.IE q'.r,IFFS OF 'CANYON DE CHELLY IN 

A'RIZONA 

Ancient house timbers found and studied here prove that this picturesque communal dwell
ing was built and occupied as early as 1o6o-a quarter of a century before the Domesday Book 
of medieval English history fame was compiled. 

at many an ancient ruin in the American 
Southwest have been used as firewood by 
sheep-herder, prospector, and even arche
ologist. They were scraps of wood, noth
ing more. The Bible story of the stone 
which the builders rejected, but which 
hecame the head stone of the corner, has 
found a counterpart in the wood that the 
modern searcher overlooked, for it has be
come a key to prehistoric chronology. 

Through long-past ages and with un
broken regularity, trees have jotted down 
a record at the close of each fading year
a memorandum as to how they passed the 
time; whether enriched by added rainfall 

or injured by lightning and fire. By learn
ing how to read these records-specifi
cally those of the pines- we have discov
ered a magic key to open mysterious 
books and interpret the meaning of their 
writings. 

In favorable regions, rings in trees may 
be identified, each one in its appropriate 
year, and traced back till we get to the 
utmost reach of living trees, and then 
beams from ancient ruins and buried logs 
carry the story back for many more 
centuries. 

Thus these tree records have provided 
us with an American calendar reaching 
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west and gives us hu
man activities-e v e n 
tragedies - among the 
native inhabitants for 
hundreds of ye a rs . 
From another angle 
this history in trees 
tells us the climatic 
story of the South
west w i t h amazing 
accuracy. 

When a real theory 
of climate has been de
veloped and we cau 
predict drought and 
flood over a period of 
years, this Arizona 
story in tree rings will 
have played a credit
able part in developing 
that climatic foresight 
which is perhaps the 
mos t valuable e co -
norpic advantage yet 
ly ing b e y o n d our 
reach. 

Photograpl1by J:\ cil M. J u4d 

A NAVAJ O MAN OF JADITO VAI,Ll;Y 

Flrom this combina
tiorl of climatic facts 
anc\ human movements 
we ha" e unearthed 
evidence of a human 
cy;cle, the time during 
which village Indians 
of the Southwest could 
live in one place till 
they depleted its re
sources and were com
pelled to move to new 
localities. 

In this add Southwest, man and t";ee alik~ cry always for water 
and more water. Tree rings reveal when rain3fell or failed, and the 
Indian's most common invocation is his prayer for rain. 

beyond the rise of Charles Martel or the 
Mohammedan invasion of India. Some of 
these trees were cut a thousand years ago. 
From them we ha,·e learned the exact 
building dates of major ruins of the south
western United States as definitely as we 
have been able to fix the dates of Old 
\i\Torld monuments of the ancients whose 
records are inscribed on stone. 

A CHAPTC:R IN THE BOOK OF WEATHER 
FORECASTING 

For the last six years this detective 
story of science has been evolving out in 
Arizona. Seen from one angle, it pushes 
back the bounds of history in our South-

Success in ascertain
ing the age of Pueblo Bonito and many 
other prehistoric ruins throughout the 
Southwest is to be attributed primarily to 
the National Geographic Society, whose 
Committee on Research has sent various 
expeditions under the direction of Mr. 
Neil M. Judd to collect the vast number 
of specimens required in these investiga
tions.* The University of Arizona has 

* See, in the N ATlO);AC. G EOGRAPHIC MAGA
ZINE, "A New National Geographic Society 
Expedition," June, 1921; "The Pueblo Bonito 
Expedition of the National Geographic Society." 
March, 1922; "Pueblo Bonito, the Ancient,'' 
July, 1923; "Everyday Life in Pueblo Bonito," 
September, 1925; and "Exploring in the Canyon 
of Death," September, 1925. 
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generously permitted 
me to devote much of 
my time to this objec
tive for several years, 
and the interest of the 
Carnegie Institution of 
Vvashington in the cli
matic phases of this 
study really paved the 
way along which we 
advanced to our pres
ent, independent goal. 

READING THE DIARIES 

OF TREES 

• 

The method which 
we have used in ex
tending the historical 
calendar of the South
west is the outcome of 
a long attempt to read 
the diaries of trees. 
Every year the trees 
in our forests sl ow 
the swing of 'fime""s 
pendulum an cl put 
clown a mark. 'tbeY._. 
are chronographs, re
cording c I o c k s . by 
which the succeedil'\R 
seasons are set down 
through definite in1,;
prints. Every year 
each pine adds a layer 
of new wood over its 
entire living surface of 
trunk and branches. SCION: or{ ONE 01" T~~ FIRST F,AMlt.IES OF NEW MEXICO 

If every year were 
exactly th e s a m e , 
growth rings would 
tell the age of the tree 
and little more. Only 

This smiling Inoian.J>!rL never heard 0£ the tragic eras of drought 
through which her ancestors passed more than two centuries before 
Columbus discovered America; but the old, lifeless beams over which 
she has romped plainly i-ecord the dates and duration of such dry 
periods. 

in rare cases would they record excep
tional events of any interest to us. But a 
tree is not a mechanical robot; it is a liv
ing thing, and its food supply and adven
tures through life all enter into its diary. 
A flash of lightning, a forest fire, insect 
pests or a falling neighbor may make 
strong impressions on its life and go into 
its diary. 

But in the arid regions of our South
west, where trees are few and other vege
tation scarce, the most important thing 
to man and trees is rainfall. So, in the 
rings of the talkative pines we find lean 

years and fat years recorded. The same 
succession of drought and plenty appears 
throughout the forest. This fact has 
helped vastly in our dating work, for cer
tain sequences of years become easily 
recognized from tree to tree, county to 
county, even from State to State. 

LIVING TREE RINGS MA'l'CHED WITH DEAD 

TIMBER~ 

No living, diary-keeping tree in the 
semi-arid region inhabited by the Pueblo 
fndians goes back more than a few hun
dred years; and the giant sequoias of Cali-
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Pbotograph from Dr. A.£. Douglass 

N~MPEYO RltVIVES A LOST Al'D 

Hopi pottery flourished in the earJy Spanish era Jn the Southwest; then became decadent 
(see text, page 759). Thirty year's agp this Hophvoman artist 'undertook to revive it and with 
notable success. Hopi pottery is of a rich qetm color, of fine grain, hard texture, and rich 
ornamentation. 

fornia register in a different way those 
seasonal fluctuations that control the pines 
of northern Arizona. So when we reached 
the earliest date which the oldest living 
weather-recording Arizona tree could tell 
us about, it became necessary to search for 
beams that had been cut and used by man 
before the now living trees took up the 
story. Here and there we found heams 
the latter years of which were contempo
raneous with the early life of trees still 
living. 

WHY STUDY TR~E RINGS? 

By arranging these beams in their proper 
sequence, so that the inner diary entries of 
each one dovetailed into and matched the 
outer entries of its predecessor (see illus-

trations, pages 76o and 769), we knew 
that we had an unbroken succession of 
beams and trees. 

In this way, step by step, we pushed 
historical dates hack further and further 
until we found a beam whose earliest ring 
was formed A. D. 1200 (see illustration, 
page 760), less than half a century after 
the Children's Crnsade. 

The development of this tree-ring study 
presents an example of how a scientific 
research starting with a definite idea may 
lead into unforeseen channels. Originally 
my work was a study of sun spots. It 
is known that there is a periodicity in 
their occurrence; they are most numerous 
at intervals of eleven years. As an aid 
in that astronomical investigation, I studied 
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Ill 'UO ,LON01TUO£ 

Drawn by A. IL Ilumstcad 

TREE RINGS HAVE GIVEN DEFINITE DATES TO THESE 1N\J1AN RUINS 
I 

In many instances one group name is applied to several ruins. For example, in the Chaco 
group. various portions of Pueblo Bonito were under construction at difffrcnt time~19, rn17, 
1033-92, JI02, and t130; Pueblo <lei Arroyo was being built i\1 1052-1103. In the Mesa 
Verde group, Cliff P<l}ace i's dated 1073; Oak Tree House, 1112; Spring House, n15; Balcony 
House, 1190-1206; Square 'rower House, 1204, and Spruce Tree House,_ 1216 and 1262. Mr. 
Earl H. Morris, in collaboration with the author, supplied beams from whicJ1 the dates 11 I0-21 
for Aztec Ruin and 11;j3-II35 for cliff dwellings in Grand Gulch. Utah, were ascertained. In 
the Chinle district Mr. ~orris aided in fixing the years 936-57 for SJid}ng Ruin, 1253-84 for 
Mummy Cave, and 106o-96, r2r!), an<! i275 for White House Pueblo. 

trees, for solar changes affect our weather, 
and weather in turn affects the._ t~es iij 
Arizona's dry climate, as elsewhere. 

Our study of sun spots and their in
fluence upon weather and the consequent 
effect upon vegetation as recorded by tree 
rings progressed most successfully. The 
first confirmation of our general interpre
tation of a relationship between tree rings 
and sun-spot periods came in a most 
dramatic way. 

Evidence of the eleven-year sun-spot 
cycle had been easily found in Arizona 
pine trees. The regularly recurring pe
riods had been recorded for 500 years by 
tree rings, except for the interval fmm 
I650 to 1725. During that 75 years the 
tree rir(l{s gave no evidence of periodical 
changes in the weather such as were to 
lie expected. 

Several years after we had encountered 

thisf>uzzling fact the late Dr. E. \Valter 
'Maunder, an"eminent English astronomer, 
unaware of my findings, wrote to me that 
he had discovered that there were no sun 
spots between 1645 and 1715, and that if 
my tree rings did not indicate some effect 
of this absence of sun spots, my work 
was being conducted on an erroneous 
hypothesis. 

TREES ARE N.\TURF.
1
S RAIN-GAUGES 

The coincidence between the failure of 
Arizona trees to register any sun-spot 
effect upon the weather during those years, 
and establishment of the fact, by entirely 
independent study, that the customary 
sun-spot cycle did not occur during ap
proximately the same period of years 
helped confirm the relationship between 
the growth of trees and solar changes. 

The remarkable dependence of rings in 
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......................... .,;.;.. ... ~~-.;~~~--------~~--...... i....;;:::c::~ 
Photog raph by Dr. A. E. Douglass 

OLP BEAMS IN A MODERN IIOPJ DWELLING AT WALPI (SEE, ALSO, 

PAGES 745 AND 76J) 
Prehistoric pines trimmed with stone axes and saw-cut cottonwood logs may roof a Hopi 

house to-day. W'indows and first-story doors are fairly recent innovations, for fifty years ago 
the Hopi were still fearful of Navajo and Apache depredations. The builders of Hano, insepa
rable from modern Walpi, were invited from the Rio Grande Valley about 1700 to help ward 
off successive enemy raids. 
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the Arizona pines on 
rainfall, and especially 
on winter precipita
tion, showed that trees 
are N at u re 's rain
gauges, and in them 
we now have the his
tory of drought and 
plenty in this plateau 
co u n t r y for 1 ,200 
years. \Ve can point 
to certain years, such 
as 1632, 1379, 1067, 
and 840, a11d say defi
nitely that they were 
ye a rs of excessive 
drought in this region. 

Having estahlishcd 
such facts, the transi
tion to archeology is 
easy, for if the rings 
in a prehistoric roof 
heam can he dated by 
these known drought 
years, then surely it is 
easy to tell when that 
tree was cut by the 
Indians for purposes 
of building, for such 
cutting date is the ye~r 
of- or that next fol
lowing- the outermost 
ring, if the tree sec
tion be complete. 

Photograph by Dr. A. E. Douglass 
In 1922 l\Ir. Judd, 

leader of The So
ciety's expeditions 
into Chaco Canyon, 
after learning of my 
use of tree rings in 

THE FIRST TRElH~lNC EXPEDITION IN 'l'III~ PLAZA AT WALP! 

The oldest timbers found at \Valpi were cut 65 years before 
Columbus discovered America. 

ascertaining the comparative ages of Aztec 
Ruin and Pueblo Bonito, expressed the be
lief that extension of the method could 
definitely date Pueblo Bonito, provided 
enough beams of different ages could be 
found. \i\lith his acti\'e cooperation, three 
expeditions were sent into the field by the 
N ationa I Geographic Society to obtain the 
necessary beam:.. 

TH( FIRST F.XP£DJTJON INVf.STICAT£S 
HOPI VILT.AGES 

In the early development of the chro
nology of the ruins of Arizona and New 
Mexico, the material brought in by Mr. 
J. A. Jeancon and Mr. 0. G. Ricketson, 
Jr., of The Society's first expedition in 

search of beams, was invaluable. The ex
pedition started from Flagstaff in June, 
1923, and first visited the Hopi villages, 
where 1 accompanied them as supercargo 
for ten days. lt was my first experience 
in picking up old, dried-up pieces of wood, 
which had formed portions of lndian 
houses, and trying to assign exact dates 
tu them. 

The experience developed only slowly 
toward satisfactory results, for while the 
age of some of the pieces was promptly 
recognized by comparison with Flagstaff 
trees. others leaped over the centuries and 
the time when they flourished was still a 
mystery. 

J eancon and Ricketson proceeded to 
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Photograph by Neil M. Judd 

FROM THIS OLD JIOUSF. AT ORAIBI CAME THE BF.AM WHICH CARRIED HISTORIC CHRONOLOGY BACK TO 1260 

The log which proved to be such an important link in the investigations of The Society had been cut in 1370, when it was JIO years old, and hac! 
rendered more than five centuries of service. It now is safely preserved in a tree·ring laboratory in Tucson, Arizona (see, also, text, page 754, and 
lower illustration, page 760). 
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Photograph by Charles '.\1artin 

THE CLIFF PALACE, A REMARKABLE CENTER OF EARLY CIVILIZATION: MESA VERDE NATIONAL PARK, COLORADO 

In this romantic ruin was found a log whose ring count showed that it was cut in 1073. 
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©Scenic Airways, I nc. 
SHIPAULOVI, A HOPI TOWN, Sr'.r'.N FROM AN AIRPLAN!t 

Through such villages three expeditions of the National Geographic Society searched for timbers which might establish the chronology of our prehistoric 
Southwest. Gifts of velvet, old felt hats, and turtle shells won the confidence of many suspicious Indians (see text, pages 752 and 756). 
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Photograph by Edwin L. Wisherd 
Kr:ET SEEr., 'tHB LARGEST KNOWN CLifF RUIN I N ARIZONA 

From the rings of some of its timbers it was learned that Keet Seel was inhabited as early as 1274. The ruin is a part of N'avajo National Monument. 
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ditIUNC POLES AND A HATCHWAY AT PU£BI.O BONITO 

The timbers' at this metropolis of the once prehistor ic Southwest are unimpeachable wit
nesses of the sc.'Cjuence of events through many centuries. One beam from l>ueblo Bonito tells 
us that it began to grow in the year 700 and bad attained the age of 219 years when the Bonitan 
builders, with thei r stone axes, cut it down for use in erecting their great communal center (see 
text, page 767), 

examine certain old ruins on the mesa to 
the north of the l lopi villages-Fire House 
to the east; W ide Ruin sout!J of the lat
ter; and the ruins of Chaco Canyon, Mesa 
Verde, and the Rio Grande Valley. A s 
a result, 100 excellent timber specimens 
came to me for examination. 

This material was examined as fast as 
time allowed. In July, 1927, it was evi
dent that a new chronology had been dis
covered. v\lupatki and Citadel ruins, near 
Flagstaff; Mummy Cave, in Canyon del 
l\1uerto, and Mesa Verde, in southwestern 
Colorado (see map, page 743), had first 
heen developed, each hy itself, into local 
chronologies covering 1 oo years or more. 
Subsequently it was found that all three 
joined into one continuous sequence 18o 
years in length. 

Archeologists agreed, from study of 
the cultural remains, that these n1ins were 
generally later than Pueblo Bonito. There
fore we had a second chronology partly 
filling the uncharted interval of time be-

tween the prehistoric timbers of Chaco 
Canyon and modern trees near Flagstaff 
and leaving two gaps shorter than before, 
l,lut of unknown length. On a trip to 
Betatakin and Keet Seel, out in the north
ern Navajo country, in 1927, excellent tim
ber specimens. which showed that they 
belong to the latter part of this second 
chronology, were obtained (see page 700). 

THE PRl\HISTORIC GAP BETWEEN CITADEL 
AND PUEBLO BONITO JS BRIDGED 

Thus the newly developed chronology 
showed that Citadel, Fewkes' Ruin], Wu
patki, Mesa Verde and Mummy Cave, 
Betatakin, Keet Seel, and other pre-Span
ish pueblos belonged to the same general 
period. Between all of these and Pueblo 
Bonito, however, there was a gap which 
Mr. Judd believed to be short, but which 
bothered us a great deal. Finally, we 
checked over the records given us by a 
juniper and a pine and compared them 
with the latest rings from Pueblo Bonito, 
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Pbotog~aph by 1\. W. Haury 

MODERN Hous,i;;s STAND ON ANCIENT Rums W11ERE BEAM lIHJ<;j WAS FOUND 

(SEE PAGE 770) 
The Mormon to\•m of Showlow derived its name from an early-day card game. The stakes 

were high. One cowboy bet his all that he held the lowest card-and lost. Sic the spot became 
"Show low." 

and, lo, what was a clistressiQg gap yester
day to-day was filled ]n and two chrono
logical periods were united ibto one (see 
text. page 767). 

Thus, on February 3, 1928, I was able 
to write Mr. Judd that the gap- 'between 
the Pueblo Bonito period and that of Cita
del and associated ruins had been bridged, 
that we had more than 580 years in a 
continuous prehistoric sequence. 

I now made an effort to discover very 
old trees in the hope that thereby we 
could link this united and extended pre
historic sequence with our modern chro
nology, and offered a reward for any pine 
600 years old. We already had a section 
from a 640-year-old tree, hut it had a 
serious injury near the center, which we 
did not understand then. but which we 
now know was caused by the great drought 
of r276 to I299· The next 100 years of 
that tree's life were very complacent and 
gave no configurations of rings that could 
readily be recognized. 

An attempt was madt: to match our 

prehistoric pine sequence with that of the 
long-lived sequoias of California. This 
failed to give any certainty in dating, 
for there W"'1S no point at which the corre
spqndenc_e between the two stood out in a 
.striking manner. I was compelled to re
new the search for beams. 

Bf,,AMS CUT BY S'fONE AX"!£S SOUGHT IN 
HOPJ VILLAGES 

As successive generations of Hopi In
dians had dwelt among the mesas 100 
miles north of where the Santa Fe Rail
road crosses the Little Colorado River, 
near Winslow, we believed that here was 
a promising field for search. Oraibi, for 
instance, has long been regarded as the 
only one of the present Hopi villages that 
has been continuously occupied since a 
period antedating the advent of the Span
iards, in 1540. \Ve knew that many of it~ 
logs were cut by stone axes. Some of 
these, we reasoned, must be very old. 

Thirty years ago Oraibi, with its 900 
inhabitants, was the largest of the Hopi 
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Pbot~graph by Sumner W. :Matteson 

THF. SNAK~ DANCI! LINF.-UP AT SHONGOPOVJ, JlOPI RES~RVA.IJ\I0N, ARIZONA 

Like the B~ Dance described on page 754, the Snake Dance is celebT:,tted as a prayer for 
ra in. It is based on the tradition that snakes are elder brothers of the Plopis and are more 
powerful than they in compelling the nature gods to bring rain. 

villages; hut when the rains hegan, after 
the great drought of 188o "to r904, their 
farms were washed away, the under
ground water was Lowe,r-ed, and crops 
failed. Dissensions arese, and they felt 
that some o f the inhabitants -sho 1ld leave 
to try their fortunes in new places. Tfie 
actual division came in 1906 and wa-s- over 
the unrelated question of whether their 
children should be sent to school, as or
dered from \ i\T ashington. 

The decision as to which party should 
leave was reached in a characteristically 
Hopi way, by a tug of war. This was 
held just above the present village, where 
an inscribed rock still marks the spot. 
The losing side founded the neighboring 
village, Hotevila. and a large part of the 
old town was left desolate, but it was not 
unowned, as we found. 

WF. f. TVF. WITH THE HOPI TO OBTAIN 
SPP.CJMEN Bl<:AMS 

We needed some one to live a month 
or two in O raihi and make horings in 
every available old timber. Mr. L. L. 

Hargrave was selected. In order to com
mand the full cooperation of the lndian 
chief, TawarGuap-"riwa, 1 carried along 
a present-of 'purple chiffon velvet, which 
was--so \evely that I was afraid to show 
it to MrJ. 'Douglass for fear it would 
never get out to the Indian reservation. 
The chief's exclamations and gestures of 
delight on receiving the gift showed how 
keenly it was appreciated. 

\'f\T e rented two rooms in an Indian 
house, and the old chief, who spoke only 
a few words of English, called on us 
often. Others, whose knowledge of Eng
lish was as limited as was ours of H opi, 
came likewise. They were all socially 
inclined; smoked our cigarettes as if born 
to the brand and seemed to enjoy teaching 
us their language. 

The logs sought for our dating work 
were all ceiling beams, originally cut to 
span the rooms and make floors for the 
rooms ahove. They extend through the 
walls ancl in front rooms project outside, 
a delight to the tourist and an example to 
the modern architect. We were equipped 
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P hotogranh brS11111ner \V, l\fatteson 

LIVE SNAKES lJELD lN TII!t MOUTH ARE A PART OF HbPI ~ITUAL 
After the ceremonial the qancers purify themselves. Oraibi, Arizona, the scene of this dance, 

has been occupied by Indians since pre~Spanish time~. 

with a saw to cut cross-sections from the 
projecting ends of these logs and a tubular 
borer to <lrill out cOrftS from the timbers 
within doors. 

We went at once to the abandoned 
Kwan Kiva, at the southeast ed~e o~ town, 
and bored all the logs in sight, only tp 
find that many were of cottonwoo~d or 
juniper, which were almost useless for 
our purpose. Eventually we realized that 
the much-desired older logs were gener
ally of pine and Douglas fir, whose rings 
are the be:;t of all. After dating numer
ous sections, we discovered that the use 
of these trees ceased about A. D. 1770. 
Evidently by that time all the available 
trees within portable distance had been 
cut down. Thus we learned something 
of the injurious effects of human occupa
tion on forests. 

TURQUOISE APPEASES THE "SPIRIT 
OF DECAY" 

Ends cut with a stone ax then became 
the distinguishing character. Small chips 
taken off showed whether the rings had 
the strong marking of pine or fir, the weak 

lines of cottonwood, or the narrow, er
ratic lines of juniper. L@gth also helped 
in the selection. Pre-Spanish beams used 
in the dwellings are rarely more than 
eight feetJong, 'S1fanish beams are easily 
twice that and are nearly always found 
in the kivas, or ceremonial chambers. 

We call them "Spanish" because these 
timbers were salvaged by the Hopi when 
they destroyed the missions, in i68o; they 
have been in use ever since, and tradition 
has it they were originally carried by In
dians on foot, mostly from the San Fran
cisco Mountains. There are probably a 
few long pre-Spanish beams still in use. 

At times in our beam gathering we had 
to appease the spirits for the Indians by 
inserting a piece of turquoise at the base 
of the plug with which we filled the hole 
made by the extraction of a core. This 
was to prevent the lodgment of the "spirit 
of decay" in the timber (see page 738). 

A rounded log in the Antelope Kiva at 
Oraibi gave the year 1475 as its outer
most ring, and the outside wearing, which 
at first I thought was intentional, later 
became recognized as invariable in the 
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Photoirapb by Hugh Stcv~ns Bell 

OLD WALPI CELEBRATES FOLLOWING A CEREMONIAi. DANCF. 

For three tlays after the dance, anything a man holds above his head is a present for the 
first woman who can seize it. The women believe in teamwork, and the contests which they 
~tage are less g~ntle than football (see, also, illustrations, pages 752, 753, and 755). 

oldest Jogs. It was cut about 1520. Also, 
a ::.pecimen from Moong Kiva, at Walpi, 
appeared to be nearly complete, and its 
outside rings gave 1490 as its cutting 
date. Ladder poles were more recent. 
One ladder showed one pole cut in I 570 
and the other in 1720, which reveals a 
story of breakage and repair. 

WE FJND A BEAM USED FOR $00 Yf.ARS 

Naturally I wanted the oldest log. The 
oldest we found was in that section of 
Oraibi abandoned in 1906. We entered 
on the second floor of a three-story house, 
over a terrace consisting of older rooms 
filled with rubbish. 'vVe went through 
several chambers and entered into a part 
of the structure still in good condition. 
Mr. Hargrave lifted a flat stone on the 
floor, revealing a hole into the room below. 

l swung down a couple of feet onto a 
rubbish heap made of the sandy sweep
ings of years from the room above. This 
had Leen covered with a thin floor of clay 
to make a small storeroom some eight feet 

square and three feet high. \Vith a fla),h
light I could look a,-ound. 

ln the center was an upright post, not 
more than six inches in greatest diameter, 
supporting the center of the ceiling. It 
was partly flattened, and as it. was hold
ing up the floor of the room above, no 
cross-section could be taken, but its longer 
diameter was bored by Mr. Hargrave. 
The rings 0£ this beam gave a superb 
series from 126o to 1344 (see illustration, 
page 76o). Allowing for wearing, it was 
probably cut as early as A. D. 1370 and 
had been in use continuously for well 
over 500 years. The whole log, six feet 
in length, was finally obtained on August 
7, 1929, and is now safely preserved in 
my laboratory at Tucson. Other timbers, 
perhaps equally old, are rapidly being 
broken up by the Indians for fuel. 

A B~AN DANC~ TO BRING RAIN 

Kivas are subterranean ceremonial 
rooms. One of the best is known as 
the Moong Kiva, at Oraibi. l t is some-
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Photograpn lly Hugh Stevens Uell 

HOP~ INDIANS SKYLARKING AFn:R A WOM:.EN's DANc.£
1 

The whole village turns out to see the fun, as maidens comer a defiant brave and reduce him 
to submission, after he has had the audacity to walk down the street with a prize held above 
his head (see, also, illustration on opposite page). 

what larger than the others and is used 
for more general gathehngs. 

Our friend, Chief Taw~-Guap-Tiwa, was 
directly in charge of it. Iie said, "Are 
you going to be here to-morrow J)igbt ?" 
I had a fleeting thought that he wa$' going 
to say sternly, "Perhaps you haa Q_etter 
not be here." But, on the contrary, he 
said that there would be a final practice of 
the Bean Dance from about 8 in the eve
ning to 12. We were invited to take part 
in the rehearsal. 

At 8:15 we heard the big drum, went 
down the ladder, and took our seats on 
the bench. The chief's father sat near 
by, smoking native tobacco in a stone 
pipe ; other participants smoked cornhusk 
cigarettes. A small cast-iron stove and 
an ordinary kerosene lamp seemed alto
gether out of place at this old Hopi ritual. 
After modest hesitation, Mr. Hargrave 
accepted the chief's invitation to enter the 
dance, and for an hour ably represented 
our party. 

Twenty men formed a semicircle in the 
large end of the kiva face to back. As the 

chief beat time on the great drum the In
dians chanted their prayer. vVithin the 
semicircle sat an older man, who from time 
to time threw in 'a word or two. 

The -men in the,. semicircle represented 
the. spirits of tlie rain, who dwell 100 miles 
away,in the great cloud-covered San Fran
cisco Mountains, near Flagstaff. The man 
in the center was the Father of the Gods. 

The spirits of the rain were saying in, 
effect, "Our brothers in Oraibi are ready 
to plant their beans. They need rain, so 
that the beans will grow and supply food 
for themselves and their families." Then 
the Father of the Gods calls out, "Yes, 
let's go and help them." 

As I sat watching the dance, I realized 
that I was one of three terms in a hu
man series: First, the Indians of a neigh
boring village, who believe that rain is 
actually controlled by proper magic, per
formed by their powerful priests ; then 
those before me, who were praying to the 
more powerful spirits that rule the rain; 
and, lastly, I, myself, who was there to 
study the rainfall history in pine timbers 
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the core was that some 
of the Indians had 
raised objections to 
his work in that kiva. 
and h e h a d b e e n 
obliged to stop. 

I discussed the sub
ject with Chief Tawa
Guap-Tiwa upon my 
next v i s i t , but he 
rather e v ad e d t h e 
point, and we did not 
get the remainder of 
that s p e c i m e n . I 
learned, however, that 
the Bean Dance was 
coming soon and that 
old felt hat s were 
needed. I visited a 
number of friends, col
lected twenty old ones, 
and carried them back 
to Oraibi as a present. 

STUDYING lHTS OF TELI{tALE CHARCOAL U NDER 

MAGNIFYCNG GLASS£ 

From old felt hats 
masks can be made. 
anq the gift was very 
much appreciated. The 
Indians sew e d the 
brims in a vertical 
position, made holes 
for the e y e s , an cl 
pa i n t e d noses and 
mouths. They built up 
the tops of the hats 
into very elaborate 
ceremonial head
dresses an cl painted 
them in gorgeous col-

and learn the great natural laws which 
govern the coming of the rain. We were 
all doing exactly the same thing accord
ing to our lights. 

INDIAN MASKS MADE FROM OLD FELT HATS 

In the old days, kivas were rarely 
opened to strangers. Close collusion with 
the priests who had them in charge was 
necessary. On one occasion Mr. Har
grave sent me a core drilled from a large 
roof beam. It was only two and a half 
inches long and clearly did not go to the 
center of that timber. I asked him to try 
to obtain the remaining section of it on 
his next trip. He explained that the rea
son he did not complete the extraction of 

ors. These they 
pride. 

showe<l me with great 

Another gift that brought us good will 
was a present of six turtles. From turtle 
shells rattles are made and worn around 
the right leg in ceremonials. We gave 
the turtles to the important men and then 
had a conference with the chief of the 
Ha-Wi-A-Wi clan, in whose village stood 
the beam whose boring we wanted to com
plete. I asked him if he would permit 
us to continue that boring and perhaps to 
bore one or two other logs. He said he 
was very sorry, but that the boring would 
endanger the roof of the kiva. I told 
him that I knew he was protecting the 
interests of his people, and especially those 
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who owned and as
sembled in the kiva, 
and I would be guided 
by his judgment. 

He answered that 
white people rarely or 
never show e d that 
consideration or un
derstanding of the in
terests 0£ the Indians. 
Later he gave his con
sent for us to go out
side the kiva and dig 
down in the ground 
until the end of this 
heam w a s exposed. 
There we could find 
out if it were of value. 
\ Vhen we did so we 
found nothing t h at 
would add to our chro
nology. 

Meanwhile, we dis
covered in the floor 
some p 1 a n k s which 
looked old and w~ ob
tained permission to 
examine them. Using
a gasoline lamp, I 
spent most of the time 
from 5 o'clock in the 
afternoon until mid
night lying flat on the 
floor, with a lens il'1 
my eye, my nose ai
m o st touching the 
boards, counting and 
measuring the rings in 
those planks. The only 
success that those 
seven hours brought ns 

A NAVA'JO WOMA;N AND Hf.R 'PAPOOSE AT PUEBLO BONI'J'O 

To the Indians of the Southwest the successful reading oI the tree 
rings in the beams of their old ruins seems as uncanny as foretelling 
an eclipse of the sun. 

was to discover from the outer rings of the 
fourth board that all had grown between 
the great drought of T 580 and the fa
miliar Spanish dates of about 1640. 

INDIAN WOMf.N PROVE A STUMBLING 

BLOCK 

In the acquisition of beam material 
women were always more difficult to deal 
with than the men. At vValpi we found 
one kiva near the south end of the mesa 
which had at least ten good logs. We 
hunted np the priest of the kiva and his 
handsome son. \Ve discussed our needs 
in front of their house. Presently we 

discovered that a woman of the household 
was listening just inside the window, and 
every once in a while was urging the In
dians to charge "everything that traffic 
would bear." 

So our interpreter suggested that we go 
to the kiva and talk. There we in formed 
the chief of our customary price for each 
log that we bored; but that, as this was 
a kiva and as the logs were larger than 
usual, we would pay double the usual snm. 
They replied that since this was a most 
sacred spot and the god himself dwelt in 
a niche which we could see, they would 
have to charge four times our regular 
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ising specimens. We 
also visited the three 
villages close together 
on the first m e s a : 
'Valpi at the southern 
end, Hano at the cen
ter, and Sichomovi at 
the northern end of 
the shoestring. The 
inhabitants of these 
villages had all moved 
to the higb mesas after 
the rebellion of r68o. 

We found that the 
Government had re
cently brought in a 
large number of fresh 
spruce logs from the 
.Black Mesa, 40 miles 
away, and the Indians 
hatl used these to re
build their kivas and 
had cut up the won
cledul old Spanish logs 
~nd ,11 ea ms for fire
wood. Hence the 
dozet1 specimens from 
Vvalpi gave no new in-

, formation, and there is 
little prospect of more 
in1 the future. 

A PLAQUE WEAVER OF ¥JSHONGNOVl 

After making large 
collections from old 
Oraibi a n d f r o m 
Shongopovi and seeing 
a few specimens from 
the other villages, it 
seemed to me fairly 
evident that we would 
gain nothing by fur
ther search in the Hopi 

She is wearing a silver necklace of squash-bloom pattern. Near 
the Hopi pueblo of Mishongnovi, in Arizona, are two sandstone pillars. 
One has fallen. The name means "at the place of the other which 
stands erect." This pueblo was searched for old timbers, but pro
duced none of special 'significance. 

price. All I could see in that abode of 
the god was a handful of prayer sticks. 

Finally we reached a compromise. and 
if we had made our borings at once all 
would have been well. But we did not 
have our instruments with us at the time. 
Several days later some one had raised 
an objection to our boring those particular 
logs and we were not permitted to touch 
a single one. 

HOPI PUEBLOS BUILT ABOUT 1400 

We looked through Shipaulovi and 
Mishongnovi without finding many prom-

villages. The earliest 
cutting date discovered was close to the 
year 1400. One or two logs could be 
interpreted as having been cut a little 
before that. hut after all our effort no 
additional piece was found whose inner 
rings began earlier than 1300. The infer
ence seemed obvious ; the pueblos aban
doned following the revolt of 168o, when 
the Hopi erected their present villages. 
were built about 1400; in the case of 
Oraibi, alone, the original site has been 
occupied ever since. 

Thus the early work of I 928 indicated 
that available Hopi beams were not suf-
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ficiently old to link 
definitely our two tree
ring chronologies (see 
page 769). The ques
tion w a s , V\T h e re 
should we next look 
for some older locality 
whose building period 
preceded that of 
Oraibi- in short, the 
locality from which 
the Hopi Indians had 
last migrated? 

FRAGMENTS OF POT

'l'ERY PROVIDE A 

PRICELl.<;SS CLUE 

To an s w er this 
question a survey was 
made o f th a t area.J 
known archeologically 
to have been inhabited 
by the Hopis in pr~
S panish times. Frag
ments of pottery were 
collected at each im
portant ruin ; from the 
shards a sequence of 
development was ob
vious. Black-on-white 
and a form of red 
ware began in very 
old times. Then the 
red changed i n t o a 
polychrome - on - red. 
Later the beautiful yel
low Hopi pottery began 
to appear. The devel
opment cm1tinued with 
improving fineness of 
decoration u n t i l in

BF.TATA KIN,_ I N THC ~ANYON COUNTRY OF 'fHE NAVAJOS 

To this o!O stronghold ef vanished cliff-dwellers, restored by Mr. 
Neil M. Judd in 1917, beam hunters went in quest of tree-ring testi
mony. The ruins yielded timbers which showed that Betatakin was 
occupied as early as 126o (see upper illustration, page 760). 

terrupted by the Spanisl1 influence. Then 
pottery-making fell into a decline which 
lasted until about 1897, when Nampeyo 
(see illustration, page 742) saw her oppor
tunity to inspire a revival of the art. 

The relationship between the latter years 
of the prehistoric and the earlier years of 
the historic chronologies to this sequence 
of pottery types was easy to determine. 
Pueblo Bonito, in New Mexico; Keet 
Seel, near the northern border of Ari
zona; and 'furkey Hill Pueblo, near Flag
staff. had given final building dates cover
ing the late prehistoric chronology. Their 
pottery, therefore, would necessarily be-

Jong to the prehistoric period. It had not 
developed beyond a polychrome-on-red. 
But Kawaiku, which has given numerous 
historic building dates from 1357 to 1495, 
showed not only polychrome-on-red but, 
in addition, Hopi yellow ware in great 
abundance, with both primitive and late 
designs. 

Evidently the point where the two se
quences could be joined was close to the 
latest use of polychrome-on-red and the 
earliest development of Hopi yellow. 

Not until the preliminary work of 1929 
did we recognize that a transition orange 
color, which could be depended on as 
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In the search for beams that would tie togetJ1er the tree-ring stories of Pueblo Bonito timbers and thqse of living trees, this one found in Betatakin 
Ruin (see text, page 750, and illustration, page {59)l proved to be a missing link that !Jound the 586 years lof the prehistoric chronology together. Its 
rings show that it started its career in 1073 and was felled A. D. 126o. h I I 

Photographs by Dr. E. F. Carpenter 
A TIMBER TALE OF FAT Yl-:ARS AND LEAN 

This is an enlargement of a 30 -inch core cross-section of a beam taken from the old house at Oraibi (see, also, illustration, page 746) . In 
the thin group of rings at the left center is revealed the story of the tree's hardships during the great drought between 1276 and 1299 (see text, 
pages 742 and 754). 
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FAR UP ON THESE CLIFFS OF NORTHERN ARIZONA THE HOPIS I.ONC ACO BUILT THEIR TOWN OF WALPl, 

STRATEGICALLY LOCATED FOR DEFENSE (SEE, ALSO, PAGES 7-14 AND 745) 
\Valpi means "the place of the notch." The ancestral H opi clans who first settled here built their homes below the site of the present village. 
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:EXTRACTING A CORE l''ROM A LOG AT WUl'ALl<L 

'When imr>racticable to cut a cross-section from a log, the necessary data which its tree rings 
record can be optained by drilling the beam and removing the core ('see page 76o). 

pottery of the linking era, came between 
the red and the yellow. This was an im
portant guide in tp~ selection of ruins for 
our subsequent sea'rch. 

A BIT OF CHARCOAL c~s A VALUABLE 

DATE 

·when I first became interested in the 
possibility of dating prehistoric ruins 
through tree rings l was very particular 
as to the specimens worth looking at. I 
told the archeologists that only pine beams 
six inches or more in diameter and in 
good condition could be used, and it is 
true a large number of first-class speci
mens enriched our collections. Then, to 
extend the known chronology, specimens 
were accepted in poor condition. 

But many of the sections from Pueblo 
Bonito were burned; we had to find a way 
successfully to treat charcoal. At first frail 
specimens were dipped in melted paraffin. 
Later, this method was improved upon: 
the fragments were soaked in a solution 
of paraffin and gasoline. This solution we 
now keep on hand, and fragile pieces are 
immersed in it as soon as they comt: out 

of the ground, or, if not, they are kept 
covered by fresh earth until they can be 
put in the solution. If the pieces are apt 
to fall apart they are tied with string and 
then soaked. 

The firs; specimens from the J adito 
Valley -rC1ins were mere chips scratched 
froru oJa debris- heaps near the mesa edge. 
These were brought to me with misgiv
ings, for many were only as Jar~ as one's 
thumb, and a little pressure would crush 
them to powder. But, to my surpt'ise, we 
found in some bits a series of rings closely 
resembling those between A. D. 1365 and 
1420. These pieces came from Kawaiku. 

I attached a high degree of importance 
to this dating, and yet refused to rely 
upon it completely because too much de
pended on it; for, if correct, it would be 
the first pre-Spanish ruin in the south
western United States to receive an actual 
and exact date. 

Absolute certainty was finally obtained 
in a piece of charcoal as big as one's fist, 
found in an old kiva at Kawaiku. The 
rings looked favorable; we carefully bound 
the fragment and soaked it in the paraffin 
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Photograph by Dr. A. E. Douglass 

THI~ prns;r BEAM EXPEDITION FINDS A TAI,1.::ATIVE 'flMBER 

From this modern lwuse jlt SichomoYi beam hunters took a specimen whoseh ree rings show 
that it was cut by Indians nearly 100 years before Columbus reached the .New World. 

solution. Subsequent erXarvination showed 
that the rings could ~e followed from cen
ter to outside, and they gave an ahsolutely 
perfect sequence from 1:400 to r468, as 
reliable as if they had been dated---at the 
time and sworn to before a notary. This 
established conclusively the correctness of 
all the other dates which had been obtained 
of approximately that same period. 

KAWAIKU OCCUPIED BOTH JN HISTORIC 
AND PREHISTORIC TIMES 

Then other specimens came to light, 
carrying our ring sequence back to I 300 
and forward to 1495, and showing that 
new dwellings were erected in this village 
shortly before the first Spaniards, Pedro 
de Tobar and Fray Juan de Padilla, 
reached Awatobi in 1 540. 

A group of wood fragments in another 
place showed a series of cutting dates from 
1357 to near 1400. At the same time, a 
bit of pine built into the wall as a door 
lintel gave a very dependable late prehis
toric date for the original walls. 

Thus we had ample evidence that Ka
waiku was occupied both in the latter 

years of our prehistoric sequence and the 
earlier years of our historic chronology. 
Hence this ruin, or one of its neighbors, 
gave promise of being a desirable site in 
which to search for 1hose particular rings 
that might unite the two series. No doubt 
the desired wood was here, but the ruin cov
ered"~ome.nine acres and it would be diffi
cttlt'to say where that wood could be found. 

\Ve were far from discouraged when 
our second expedition closed without hav
ing contributed any appreciable results 
toward the linking of our two chronolo
gies. The one Oraibi specimen t see text, 
page 754), whose center was at A. D. 
126o, was of the utmost importance, but 
it was all alone and covered a period 
of time from which surviving timbers 
were few and usually badly defective. Yet 
the prospect of ultimate success in tying 
them together seemed brighter than ever! 
By the spring of 1929 we were convinced 
that our pottery sequence could be used as 
a reliable guide in finding ruins of the 
desired period. 

Of course, the question arose: Could 
the needed specimens even now be on 
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our shelves? An illustration of how un
suspected treasures may pass unregarded, 
even in the ring student's laboratory, is 
afforded by an incident of the preceding 
year. On my first visit to the National Geo
graphic Society's excavations at Pueblo 
Bonito, in I 92z, Mr.Judd gave me, among 
other pieces, a very fine section from a 
horizontal wooden base supporting a ceil
ing log in one of the large kivas. At that 
time the specimen disclosed nothing I 
could recognize. I put the whole group of 
IS specimens to one side, as not revealing 
anything of importance. 

Five years later r undertook a reexam
ination of them in the light of some othe-1' 
material with which I was workin~ Tne11 
it was that this section of ,the horiz0ntal 
wood base became eloquent "\\;ith its story. 
It covered an entirely new eentury and 
extended the prehistoric-chronology back
ward 107 years. It s__howed that the tree 
from which it was derived had been cut 
when it was approximately 337 years old. 

Recollecting this case, I repeatedly ex
amined all material that might help unite 
the two chronolo&.iesr but failed to discover 
anything not pJeviously disclosed. 

WUPATKI ANP PUEBLO BONITO Buu:r 

WITHIN 70 )'li;:ARs' oF EACH OTHER 

That the conclusions of competent arche
ologists were dependable as to the probable 
decades in which the two sections of our 
calendar would join may f.\e illustrated 
by another experience. About 35 miles 
northeast of Flagstaff there is a fine old 
ruin known as Wupatki. I as'Red ..one of 
my archeological friends his opinion as 
to the relative ages of that ruin and of 
Pueblo Bonito. He replied that such evi
dence as he had examined indicated that 
they were of approximately the same age. 
When I examined timbers from the two 
ruins in my laboratory and applied the 
usual methods of dating, I found that the 
old village on the slope of San Francisco 
Mountain, in Arizona, showed a building 
date only 70 years after those of the more 
famous pueblo in Chaco Canyon, New 
Mexico, 220 miles away. 

What then was the next step? We had 
identified a locality in the J adito Valley 
which was apparently inhabited during 
portions of our two time periods and pre
sumably through the years that linked 
them together. Other J adito ruins, espe-

cially Kokopnyama, seemed favorable and 
equally likely to contain material covering 
this period. But each of these ruins was 
nearly ten acres in extent and we were 
without any means of knowing just where 
to dig. 

Probably beams at a depth of JO feet 
or more were in good condition, but a 
search for them would mean deep, long· 
continued excavation. Nearer the surface, 
timber of the age which we desired would 
be badly decomposed tmless previously 
burned by fire. Hence evidence of rooms 
destroyed by fire was the essential clue in 
future work. Several of the ruins south 
Qf Holbrook gave indications of being near 
the right age and were in the midst of the 
pine torest. Their colder climate and the 
abundance 0£ freely burning wood made 
charcoal far more likely to be found there 
in quantity" 

Sl;IOWLOW RUI'N
1 

OFFERS BRIGH't l'ROSPECTS 

These considerations provided a back
ground on which to plan the third expe
dition. In the early spring of 1929 a recon
naissance was made of the pre-Spanish 
Hopi region where orange-colored pottery 
or it~ imitations werd found. After ex
cluding wo derfully i:nteresting sites along 
the Little Colorado River, four ruins
Kokopnyama, in the J adito Valley; Kin
tyel or vVide E.uin, to the southeast; Show
low and ..Pinedale, 100 miles south, in the 
great pine for~t of th~ M?gollon Rim
were selected for examination. 

Of th<;se, the Showlow and Pinedale 
ntius made the stronger appeal because of 
their proximity to growing pines. Even 
between these two, first choice went to 
Showlow because from it pieces of charred 
wood had already been reported. When 
a fire occurred in this communal dwelling 
and some of the ceiling beams began to 
burn, the walls evidently collapsed and 
smothered the flames, thus converting 
some of the timbers into charcoal which 
has resisted decay. 

This wood was finally examined in the 
new laboratory of the Association for Re
search of the Southwest, by courtesy of 
~fr. Harold S. Gladwin, Direc1:or, and 
clearly pointed toward Showlow as the 
place where the material should be found 
which would unite our chronologies. 

Mr. Hargrave and Mr. Emil W. Haury 
left Flagstaff on June 1 I to begin work 
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at the Showlow ruin, 
while I remained be
hind to set up a tem
porary laboratory in 
quarters which Dr. 
Harold S. Colton, the 
Director of the Mu
seum of Northern Ari
zona, kindly placed at 
my disposal. 

Help was obtained 
f o r unpacking an d 
<lipping the specimens 
in liquid paraffin as 
they came in. Ma
terial arrived rapidly 
from the Showlow 
party. Am on g the 
first important speci
mens were portions of 
several I o gs, in the 
form of charcoal. of 
cour8e, which showed 
dates in both the l~is
toric and the prehis
toric series. 

A NOTABLE FIND IN 
THE MIDST OF :A, 

RUBB!SH IlF.AP 

CHARI.IF. PINTO, 

Photograph by 0. C. Havens 

ZUNI WORKMAN AT PUEBLO BONITO 

After getting tile 
ring sequence f r o m 
those logs, Mr. Judd 
and I left Flagstaff 
early Saturday morn
i n g, J u n e z 2 , f o r 
Showlow. When we 
arrived there, shortly 
before noon, we found 
that another log had 
just been discovered 
at the extreme north 

The Zufi" tribesmen have j)een capable assistants on the National 
Geographic Society's numerous expeditions in the Southwest. They 
are good-natured, quiet, and industrious and strict conformists to their 
ancient religion. 

end of the ruin. It had been found only 
a foot below the present level of the 
ground, in an area, however, from which 
earth had been removed in recent years. 

The general area in which the men were 
working is one where modern things in
termingle with ancient ones. There are 
20th-century houses, cisterns and stone 
walls, barns, chicken yards, and fences 
covering the site of what remains of the 
prehistoric buildings, most of which were 
razed many years ago. 

Furthermore, Mr. Edson \Vhipple, who 
owns the larger part of the property, had 
overturned every room in the old village 

in his search for primitive pottery and 
the extension of his gardens over leveled 
masonry and crumbled walls. 

Our men, therefore, in their search for 
fragments of charred beams, found at 
every turn the discards of 19th and 20th 
century culture--here a piece of packing 
hox, there a beef bone with sawed ends, 
and elsewhere a broken pickle bottle or 
the top of an old tin can. 

But it was easy to note the difference 
between prehistoric wood and modern 
fragments. The old timbers had disap
peared entirely except in the form of char
coal or near-charcoal. Some of the frag-
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beam which had been 
burnt off at the end in 
the form of a cone, as 
is common with burnt 
logs. 

As a precautionary 
measure for holding 
it together, we bound 
it carefully with cot
ton twine; but, even 
so, the specimen fell 
to pieces, and not until 
then did we discover 
that our supposedly 
solid log was merely 
a conical shell of char
coal and near-charcoal 
from which most of 
the wood untouched 
by fire had decayed. 

But, for all that, it 
was dearly a fragment 
of exceptional value. 
We gave it the field 
nnmber HH39 (see 
illustration, page 769), 
after which I comman
deered Mr. Whipple's 
old tool h o u s e and 
spent most of the aft
ernoon working on it 
th,ere. 

Photograph by.Dr.,A. E. f!ougla~ 

ANCIENT STONE AXES CHOPPED tfHESe ROUG'H BEAM ,h'NDS 

Its outer parts were 
at once recognized as 
belonging to the 14th 
century, rings being 
traceable n ea r l y to 
A.D. 138o. The record 
it gave us after 1300 
was absolutely satisfac
tory, with no question 
whatsoever remaining 
as to the dating. 

The work of estimating the age of beams is often expedited by 
examining their ends. From Mexican traders of the 17th and early 
18th centuries, the Hopis acquired sharp-bladed metal axes and soon 
many Indians forsook their dull stone implements and acquired the 
white man's tool. These beam ends-natural wood, not charcoal-re
veal the dull, mashing blow of the thick-edged primitive stone ax. 

ments we recovered had, in their charred 
form, survived the centuries, but still 
showed that they had been patiently 
worked smooth with sandstone rasps by 
Indians of the long ago. 

BE:AM UHJ9 PROVES TO BE: THE LONG
SOUGHT KEY 

But among the valuable material we 
found at Showlow first place must go to 
the log taken out just after Mr. Judd and 
I arrived. It was found in a horizontal 
position and resembled an ordinary round 

Following its rings inward to the core, 
we saw the record of the great drought. 
Here were the very small rings that told 
of the hardships the tree had endured in 
1299 and 1295. As we studied the rings 
further toward the center, 1288, 1286, 
1283, and 128o each told the same story 
we had found in other beams of Jean years 
and hard living. Also, there were the 
years 1278, 1276, and 1275, the ring for 
each corroborating the diary entries other 
logs had given us. 

Then came the years of the seventh 
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decade of the 13th century, and the stories 
told by their rings agreed in every detail 
with those told by the rings for the same 
years in the Oraibi beam (see text, page 
754). 

But whereas the Oraibi beam could tell 
us nothing back of 1260, Showlow's HH39 
did not stop there. Here was its account 
of 1258, a hard year, and of 1254, an 
eYen harder one. Presently it told of 1251 
and 1247, years when all the trees were 
singing "How dry I am." 

We were getting down close to the 
center now. But the rings were clear and 
easily understood. Finally came the one 
at the very core, and from its central ring 
(see illustration, page 76<)) we learned 
that this charred old stick !Jegan itsrife 
as a promising upright pine A."D. 1237. 
just ten years after the Sixth Crusadl:! 
moved eastward to compel the'.'.Saracens to 
restore Jerusalem. 

NOT A GAi' Btll' A ,BRIDGE 

The history within that carbonized bit 
of beam held us s~lll;>ound; its signifi
cance found us all but speechless ; we tried 
to joke about it, but failed miserably. We 
felt that here wa$ the tie that would bind 
our old chronology to ~ur new and bring 
before us undreamed-of historic horizons. 

Later that evening we gathered under 
the spluttering old gasolin~ torch in the 
\'illage hotel, and ben~ath its flickering 
light, by the use of my skeleton plots o'f 
prehistoric tree rings, we began to deter
mine whether our historical chronology, 
now extended back from 1260 to ~3J-by 
Beam HH39, might not overlap the old 
chronology. 

As we studied these rings the answer 
came. The ring in our old chronology 
that represented its 55rst year matched 
perfectly with that of the ring for the year 
1251 in Beam HH39. And then our big 
surprise ! 'vV e had not a gap to bridge, 
as we had thought, but one we had closed 
without knowing it! 

Our two chronologies had covered an 
overlapping period. But those rings of the 
old series which overlapped the new at 
1260 had been gathered from such small 
fragments that I had never been willing 
to accept their evidence as to this overlap
ping. To be sure, I had dwelt upon this 
possibility at times, but always rejected it 

as unconvmcmg. It was Beam HH39 
that cleared away all doubt. 

Even after our evening's study I wanted 
to make further examination of one or 
two rings at the uncertain extremes of 
my two chronologies; but to my colleagues 
I declared that the coincidences were so 
striking and the situation looked so cheer
ful that, at such a late hour, we could 
well afford to sleep upon it. 

But I could not sleep. Lying awake, I 
visualized all the individual rings con
cerned in this agreement and became com
pletely satisfied that the relationship be
tween our prehistoric and historic ring 
records had been definitely ascertained. 

It still remained to examine with even 
further ca:re the rings recording the great 
drought in the late years of the 13th cen
tury to see if By any chance anything had 
heen overlook~d. It would be necessary 
to prep<!-re a complete photographic record 
of rings from the beginning of Pueblo 
Bonito chronologrdowh to the present 
time ~also, a complete-review must be made 
of some 5,000 bea'm fragments, charred 
and otherwise, to get the arious building 
periods in the 40 rllins from which they 
had come. 

PUEBLO BONITO R~AC}"iED JTS HEYIJAY 

JIN 1o67 

But when I finally 'Went to sleep it was 
with the consqoust)~S that my old cllro
nology batl Jiegt;n A. D. 700; that the 
earliest 15eam we had recovered from 
Jlueblo Bonifo had been cut A. D. 919 
from a tree that was 219 years old when 
eut ; that Pueblo Bonito had reached its 
golden age in 1067 and was still occu
pied in 1127. 

The next morning I returned to our 
beams. More deliberate study added new 
strength to their story. The years between 
I 26o and t295, the earliest in the historic 
chronology, had been dated by the Oraibi 
log alone; likewise the late years of the 
prehistoric sequence had many defective 
rings in the great drought period which 
ended it. It had been the uncertainties 
arising out of these conditions that had 
made impossible the determination of the 
overlap without additional beam material. 

But when we found Beam HH39 it 
proved to be the bridge over which we 
could pass the deep chasm of remaining 
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P hotograph by O. C. Havens 

A PANORAMIC VIEW OF PUeBLO BONITO, EXCAVATED BY NATIONAL GtOGRAPHIC SOCitTY :tXPEDITIONS 

These ruins, set apart as the Chaco Canyon Nat ion al Monument by President Roosevelt, are the oldest definitely dated pueblo remains in the 
American Southwest. The colossal communal dwelling was under construction in 919 and the settlement had reached its heyday in 1067 (see 
text, page 767) . 
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THii KliY TO THI\ SECRET Or TJ1-E S?UTI-IWiiST-CHARRED RI!\GS OF 13£-AM \.tl;i39 (SEE TEXT, PAGES 767-770) 
This fragment, photographed in reflected light, s:!;io\VS some of the pre-Columbian tree diary entries.• The ring indicated by the arrow records rain

fall conditions in 1247; the one designated by a star 'te1ls of conditions in 1275. The closeness with \Vhich timbers of the same age corroborate each 
other's testimony about common experiences wou)d"delight a trial lawyer's heart. 

Photographs by Dr. A. E. Douglass 
MA'l.'CHING THE STORIES THE TREE RINGS TOLD 

To make them readily accessible for comparison, one with another, each tree-ring specimen was carefully plotted. The long black lines on these orig
foal field records represent severe drought years; the shorter ones, less severe drought years. The lower plot, of specimen HH39 (see above) from 
Showlow, brought joy to the expedition members when its principal drought years were found to coincide with those in the upper plot, made up of timber 
records previously dated. 
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Photograph by Neil M. Judd 

THE R~SCU( OF 'fH~ ".ROSeT'tA S'fQNtt" 01" Al\i-l;RICAN ARCHEOLOGY 

The end of Beam HH39, found at Showlow Ruin, was carefully wrapped with twine until the 
whole charred log could be uncovered and taken out (sec text, page 766). 

uncertainty. Its respective ends, figur
atively speaking, rested upon staunch 
abutments in both the old and the new 
sequences. 

l ts inner rings overlapped the late dec
ades of the old chronology by 49 years, 
the final ring resting on the year 537 of 
that sequence ; its outer ones overlapped 
the earliest 120 years of the new, the last 
one reaching to 138o. 

Thus the 26 years from 126o to 1286, 
which had belonged to both chronologies, 
were definitely matched and their union 
confirmed by Beam HH39, which in 
American archeology is destined to hold a 
place comparable to Egypt's Rosetta Stone. 

The successful dating of the many ruins 
of the pueblo area that this research has 
made possible (see map, page 743) en
ables us now to correlate the increases of 
rainfall that permitted these villages to 
expand and the drought years that placed 
upon them the heavy hand of starvation. 

\ Vith careful archeological study we 
shall perhaps be able to trace the move
ments of clans and test tribal traditions 
which have been so often quoted as the 
early history of these people. In the 
combination of climatic conditions with 
tribal activities we have a rich field for 
studying the influence of climate on human 
history. 
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